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The production mechanism of deuterons, which have binding energy of1

2.2 MeV, is a topic of current interest in high energy heavy-ion collisions.2

Two of common scenarios are statistical thermal process and coalescence of3

nucleons. Cumulants of deuteron number and proton-deuteron correlations4

are sensitive to these physics processes. They are also sensitive to the5

choice of canonical versus grand canonical ensemble in statistical thermal6

models. We report the first measurements of cumulant ratios (up to 4th7

order) of the deuteron number and proton-deuteron correlations in Au+Au8

collisions at
√
sNN = 7.7–200 GeV. Comparisons of the measurements to9

the thermal model calculations with a grand canonical, canonical ensemble,10

and the UrQMD model combined with a coalescence mechanism provide key11

insights into the mechanism of deuteron production in heavy-ion collisions.12

1. Introduction13

One of the primary goals of heavy-ion collision experiments is to study14

the phases of matter under extreme conditions such as temperature and/or15

pressure. High-energy heavy-ion collision experiments have established a16

new state of matter known as Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP). Studying the17

particle production mechanism in such collisions gives a direct opportunity18

to study this state of matter. The mean yields of hadrons as well as of19

light nuclei produced in central heavy-ion collisions can be explained within20

the thermal statistical model for suitable choices of chemical freeze-out pa-21

rameters. The typical values of chemical freeze-out temperature (T ) of the22

system created in such collisions vary around 140 to 155 MeV [1–3]. The23

puzzle on the light nuclei production in these collisions naturally arises as24

their binding energies are of the order of only a few MeV, which is much25
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lower than the freeze-out temperature of the medium. The other approach26

to understand the production of light nuclei is the coalescence mechanism,27

where light nuclei are formed by coalescing protons and neutrons close by28

in the phase space. This approach predicts the constituent nucleon num-29

ber scaling [4] of the elliptic flow of light nuclei. Such a property has been30

observed in the STAR experiment [5].31

Higher order cumulants have been extensively studied to understand32

the thermodynamics of the system. In particular, higher order cumulants33

of event-by-event deuteron number distribution and proton-deuteron corre-34

lations are predicted to have distinct natures in the thermal and coalescence35

models [6]. Further, theoretical calculations suggest that the production of36

light nuclei might be affected by the presence of a QCD critical point and37

first-order phase transition due to their sensitivity to the local fluctuations38

in neutron density [7,8]. As deuterons carry two baryons, their fluctuations39

will also enhance our understanding of baryon number fluctuation. In these40

proceedings, we report the measurements of cumulant ratios of deuteron41

number distribution and proton-deuteron correlation for 0-5% and 70-80%42

centralities in Au+Au collisions for
√
sNN = 7.7 to 200 GeV.43

2. Analysis methods44

Events of minimum-bias Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 7.7, 11.5, 14.5,45

19.6, 27, 39, 54.4, 62.4, and 200 GeV are analyzed for the measurement46

using the STAR detector at RHIC. Deuterons are identified using both47

Time Projection Chamber (TPC) and Time-of-Flight (TOF) detectors in48

the transverse momentum (pT ) range of 0.8 to 4 GeV/c and within mid-49

rapidity (|y| < 0.5). For proton-deuteron correlation measurement, protons50

are identified in |y| < 0.5, using only TPC for 0.4 < pT < 0.8 GeV/c,51

while both TPC and TOF detectors are used for the range 0.8 < pT < 2.052

GeV/c [9,10]. The collision centrality is determined from the charged parti-53

cle multiplicity (measured within |η| <1) excluding the particles of interest54

(protons and deuterons) to avoid the auto-correlation effect. To suppress55

the effects of volume fluctuations, cumulants are calculated in each multi-56

plicity bin and centrality bin-width correction is applied [11]. Cumulants57

are also corrected for the finite detection efficiencies and acceptance effects58

with the assumption that the detector response is binomial in nature [12].59

Statistical uncertainties are calculated using the bootstrap method [10,13].60

For the systematic uncertainty estimation, track quality, particle identifi-61

cation criteria, and the detection efficiencies are varied within reasonable62

ranges.63
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Fig. 1. Event-by-event deuteron number distribution for central (0-5%) Au+Au

collisions for
√
sNN = 7.7, 39, and 200 GeV. Deuteron numbers are not corrected

for efficiency.

3. Results64

Figure 1 shows event-by-event deuteron number distribution for central65

0-5% Au+Au collisions for
√
sNN = 7.7, 39, and 200 GeV. Deuteron numbers66

shown are un-corrected for the detection efficiency. The mean and width,67

as can be seen from the distributions, increase as collision energy decreases.68

This trend can be understood from the fact that baryon chemical potential69

also increases towards lower
√
sNN , resulting in enhanced production of70

deuterons.71

Cumulants calculated from the deuteron distributions are corrected for72

centrality bin-width effect and detection efficiencies. Figure 2 shows the73

deuteron κσ2, Sσ, σ2/M , and proton-deuteron correlation for central 0-5%74

and peripheral 70-80% Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 7.7 to 200 GeV. At75

higher
√
sNN , the cumulant ratios in 0-5% centrality are close to the Pois-76

son baseline (unity) and deviate from unity as
√
sNN decreases. In central77

collisions they show smooth dependence on collision energy. The κσ2 shows78

the largest deviation from unity compared to other two ratios which involve79

lower order cumulants. Suppression arises because of global baryon number80

conservation, which affects the measurements performed at mid-rapidity. In81

central collisions at lower
√
sNN , increased baryon stopping and acceptance82

covering larger part of phase-space result in more observable effect of baryon83

number conservation. Corresponding results in 70-80% peripheral central-84

ity show weak dependence on
√
sNN . The calculations for thermal model85

with Grand Canonical Ensemble (GCE) and Canonical Ensemble (CE) are86
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Fig. 2. Cumulant ratios of deuteron distributions and proton-deuteron correlation

shown as a function of collision energy. Red circle and open triangle markers rep-

resent measurements for most central (0-5%) and peripheral (70-80%) collisions,

respectively. Bars and brackets symbols represent the statistical and systematic un-

certainties, respectively. UrQMD+phase-space coalescence calculations are shown

using orange cross markers. Thermal-FIST model calculations for GCE and CE

are shown using magenta and cyan dashed lines, respectively. In panel (4), results

for correlated and independent proton (and neutron) distributions in the toy model

simulation of coalescence process from Ref. [6] are shown using red and blue dashed

lines, respectively.

obtained from Thermal-FIST [14]. These calculations are performed for87

central 0-5% collisions with experimental acceptances. The chemical freeze-88

out parameters published by the STAR experiment [1] from fit of hadronic89

mean yields are used for the calculation. The CE Thermal-FIST model uses90

a volume called canonical correlation volume, Vc, over which the exact con-91

servation of baryon number is implemented. Vc parameter is varied at each92 √
sNN for a reasonable agreement of model calculations with the measured93

cumulant ratios and the Pearson’s coefficient. The cyan-colored dashed lines94

represent results corresponding to minimum χ2 obtained from the scan of95

parameter Vc to explain the cumulant ratios and proton-deuteron correla-96

tion. Measurements favour Vc parameter close to 4dV/dy at higher
√
sNN ,97

which decreases towards lower collision energies. For the condition Vc →∞,98

the measured part of the system approaches to GCE limit. Smaller values99

of Vc at lower collision energies imply the importance of baryon number100

conservation effect on the measurements.101
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For higher
√
sNN , cumulant ratios in central 0-5% show reasonable agree-102

ment with both GCE and CE thermal model expectations. However, GCE103

seems to fail to describe the ratios for
√
sNN ≤ 20 GeV. The CE thermal104

model predicts the suppression of cumulant ratios. The corresponding re-105

sults for 0-5% Au+Au collisions from a UrQMD model, combined with a106

phase-space coalescence mechanism (with a hard cut on relative momentum107

and distance between protons and neutrons), also predict energy dependence108

trend of cumulant ratios.109

Panel (4) of the Fig. 2 shows that for all collision energies and cen-110

tralities presented the Pearson correlation coefficient between proton and111

deuteron number is negative. This anti-correlation becomes stronger for112

central collisions as
√
sNN decreases. Corresponding results for peripheral113

collisions do not show any
√
sNN dependence and are close to zero. GCE114

thermal model fails to predict the anti-correlation. The CE thermal model115

correctly predicts the sign and
√
sNN dependence trend of the correlation.116

Results from the simple statistical simulation of coalescence process from117

Ref. [6] are shown for central collisions for two assumptions on the proton118

and neutron number distributions. In one case, they are fully correlated119

(i.e. Np = Nn, where Np and Nn are proton and neutron numbers in one120

event, respectively) and in the other case they are completely independent.121

Neither correlated nor independent assumption for proton and neutron num-122

ber reproduce the data. However, UrQMD+coalescence model predicts the123

trend of the experimental data in central 0-5% collisions. This suggests that124

the phase-space density information of constituent nucleons is important125

for the coalescence mechanism. The negative sign of the Pearson correla-126

tion coefficient suggests the importance of baryon number conservation in127

hadron-nuclei correlations.128

4. Summary129

We presented the cumulant ratios of deuteron number and proton-deuteron130

correlations for central 0-5% and peripheral 70-80% Au+Au collisions at131 √
sNN = 7.7 to 200 GeV. Cumulant ratios at higher

√
sNN are close to Pois-132

son baseline, unity, and are suppressed as the collision energy decreases. The133

GCE thermal model fails to describe the cumulant ratios below
√
sNN = 20134

GeV. Canonical ensemble thermal model and the UrQMD model combined135

with a coalescence mechanism, both of which have the baryon number con-136

servation implemented, correctly predict the suppression. We also observe137

that Pearson correlation coefficient between proton and deuteron numbers is138

negative for all collision energies and centralities presented, which becomes139

even more negative for central 0-5% collisions as
√
sNN decreases. The GCE140

model fails to predict the sign of this correlation. However, both the CE141
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thermal model and UrQMD+coalescence model correctly predict the sign142

and energy dependence trend of the experimental measurement.143
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